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ABSTRACT: The relationship of upper tropospheric jet variability to El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) in reanalysis
datasets is analyzed for 1979–2018, revealing robust regional and seasonal variability. Tropical jets associated with monsoons
and the Walker circulation are weaker and the zonal mean subtropical jet shifts equatorward in both hemispheres during El
Niño, consistent with previous findings. Regional and seasonal variations are analyzed separately for subtropical and polar jets.
The subtropical jet shifts poleward during El Niño over the Northern Hemisphere (NH) eastern Pacific Ocean in
December–February (DJF) and in some Southern Hemisphere (SH) regions in March–May and September–November
(SON). Subtropical jet altitudes increase during El Niño, with significant changes in the zonal mean in the NH and during
summer/autumn in the SH. Although zonal mean polar jet correlations with ENSO are rarely significant, robust
regional/seasonal changes occur: The SH polar jet shifts equatorward during El Niño over Asia and the western Pacific in DJF
and significantly poleward over the eastern Pacific in June–August and SON. During El Niño, polar jets are weaker in the
Western Hemisphere and stronger in the Eastern Hemisphere, especially in the SH; conversely, subtropical jets are stronger in
the Western Hemisphere and weaker in the Eastern Hemisphere during El Niño in winter and spring. These opposing changes,
along with an anticorrelation between subtropical and polar jet wind speeds, reinforce subtropical–polar jet strength differences
during El Niño and suggest ENSO-related covariability of the jets. ENSO-related jet latitude, altitude, and wind speed changes
can reach 48, 0.6 km, and 6 m s21, respectively, for the subtropical jets and 38, 0.3 km, and 3 m s21, respectively, for the polar jets.
KEYWORDS: Atmosphere; Atmospheric circulation; Upper troposphere; ENSO; Jets; Interannual variability; Reanalysis data

1. Introduction
Jet streams in the upper troposphere (UT) are a prominent
feature of the atmospheric circulation and play an essential
role in variability in phenomena such as storm tracks, precipitation, and extreme weather events (Uccellini and Johnson
1979; Nakamura et al. 2004; Kolstad et al. 2010; Grotjahn et al.
2016; Harnik et al. 2016; Mann et al. 2017; Winters et al. 2019,
and references therein). UT jets are sensitive to climate change
and ozone loss, as well as to natural modes of variability
(Lorenz and DeWeaver 2007; Scaife et al. 2008; McLandress
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et al. 2011; Hudson 2012; Lin et al. 2014, 2015; Waugh et al.
2015, 2018; Grise et al. 2018, and references therein). However,
UT jets show complex patterns of seasonal and regional variability (Manney et al. 2014; Manney and Hegglin 2018;
Spensberger and Spengler 2020, and references therein), which
makes it difficult to disentangle their response to climate
change (i.e., radiative forcing) from that to natural modes of
variability.
The pattern of oscillating sea surface temperatures (SSTs)
over the tropical ocean in the central and eastern Pacific known
as El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) (with El Niño referring to the warm phase and La Niña to the cold phase of the
oscillation) is one mode of natural variability that has been
shown to influence the UT and stratospheric circulation (e.g.,
Yulaeva and Wallace 1994; Shapiro et al. 2001; Seager et al.
2003; L’Heureux and Thompson 2006; Calvo et al. 2010; Hall
et al. 2015; Domeisen et al. 2019, and references therein). The
UT jets are affected by ENSO via both tropospheric and
stratospheric pathways, the former most directly influencing
the subtropical jet, and the latter being critical to ENSO’s influence on higher latitude jets (Hall et al. 2015, and references
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therein). In this paper, we will focus on comprehensively
characterizing and quantifying the relationship of ENSO to UT
jet variability.
Knowledge of this relationship is important because changes
in UT jet streams are linked to changing regional weather and
climate patterns (Lucas et al. 2014; Harnik et al. 2016; Mann
et al. 2017; Winters et al. 2019, and references therein).
Tropical, subtropical, and extratropical UT jets have been linked
to rainfall changes in the tropics (e.g., Hulme and Tosdevin 1989;
Bollasina et al. 2014; Kelly et al. 2018; RavindraBabu et al.
2019), subtropics (e.g., Price et al. 1998; Raible et al. 2004; Lucas
et al. 2014; Huang et al. 2015; Xie et al. 2015), and midlatitudes
(e.g., Kang et al. 2011; Thompson et al. 2011; Delworth and Zeng
2014; Bai et al. 2016; Zhao et al. 2018). These rainfall changes
are often correlated with ENSO phases. Likewise, circulation
changes reflected in UT subtropical and lower-tropospheric or
UT higher-latitude jet variations have been linked to both
ENSO influences and to extreme weather events over North
America (e.g., Garfinkel and Hartmann 2008; Wettstein and
Wallace 2010; Wang et al. 2014; Hartmann 2015; Yu and Zhang
2015; Martineau et al. 2021) and Europe (e.g., Schubert et al.
2011; Santos et al. 2013; K. Zhang et al. 2019). Characterizing
how the UT jets vary with ENSO can thus lead to improving our
understanding of and ability to predict links between SST
anomalies, UT jet variations, and high-impact weather events.
Until recently most studies of variability and climate-related
changes in the UT subtropical jet were of zonal means or averages in broad regions (Lorenz and DeWeaver 2007; Strong
and Davis 2007, 2008; Lucas et al. 2014; Staten et al. 2016;
Maher et al. 2020, and references therein). Several studies have
shown differing jet latitude trends and/or relationships to natural modes of variability in some regions and seasons (e.g., Lucas
et al. 2012; Peña-Ortiz et al. 2013; Lucas and Nguyen 2015;
Manney and Hegglin 2018). Spensberger and Spengler (2020)
recently showed qualitatively some regional characteristics of
ENSO-related changes in the UT jets, suggesting an equatorward
shift of the subtropical jet during El Niño in some regions of the
winter hemispheres. Gillett et al. (2021) reported an equatorward
shift of the wintertime Southern Hemisphere (SH) subtropical jet
during El Niño in the Indo-Pacific longitude region where it is
strongest and most zonal; they also suggested links to ‘‘polar jet’’
variability but defined the polar jet using low-level winds.
To our knowledge, no comprehensive study has quantified
the relationships of ENSO to the UT jets over the full range of
regional and seasonal variability. In this paper, we analyze
products from the Jet and Tropopause Products for Analysis
and Characterization (JETPAC) software package [developed
by Manney et al. (2011) and Manney and Hegglin (2018)] to
characterize the relationships of UT jets to ENSO from 1979
through 2018 in reanalysis datasets as a function of region and
season. Our analysis characterizes these relationships for the
subtropical (largely radiatively driven) and polar (largely eddy
driven) UT jets [for taxonomy, see, e.g., Held et al. (2002) and
Lee and Kim (2003)] separately. This separation, often neglected in earlier studies, is key given that these jets have
shown distinct, sometimes opposite, long-term behavior in
different regions and seasons (see, e.g., Manney and Hegglin
2018, and references therein). Section 2 describes the datasets
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and methods used; section 3b compares geographic patterns
for El Niño and La Niña periods; section 3c discusses correlations between ENSO and jet characteristics by region and
season; section 3e provides discussion and synthesis of these
results. Our conclusions are given in section 4.

2. Data and methods
a. Reanalysis datasets
We use JETPAC (see section 2b; Manney et al. 2011) to
calculate jet core latitude, altitude, and wind speed for polar
and subtropical UT jets from three modern ‘‘full-input’’ reanalyses (those that assimilate a full suite of satellite and
conventional measurements; see, e.g., Fujiwara et al. 2017) that
have been shown to be suitable for upper-troposphere–lowerstratosphere (UTLS) studies (e.g., Long et al. 2017; Manney et al.
2017; Xian and Homeyer 2019; Homeyer et al. 2021): NASA’s
Global Modeling and Assimilation Office’s (GMAO) ModernEra Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications,
version 2 (MERRA-2) (Gelaro et al. 2017); ECMWF’s ERAInterim (Dee et al. 2011); and the JMA’s 55-year reanalysis
(JRA-55) (Ebita et al. 2011; Kobayashi et al. 2015). Because
characteristics (such as jet core locations) that are identified
by analysis of patterns in global or regional fields cannot be
observed directly, reanalyses from modern data assimilation
systems are our best tools for studying such phenomena.
Numerous studies highlight the importance of comparing
results among reanalyses for UTLS studies (e.g., Manney
et al. 2017; Manney and Hegglin 2018; Xian and Homeyer
2019; Tegtmeier et al. 2020; Wright et al. 2020; Homeyer et al.
2021; Tegtmeier et al. 2021).
Table 1 summarizes the information about the reanalyses
products studied herein that is most relevant to this paper. One
feature of MERRA-2 (Gelaro et al. 2017) that is different from
the other reanalyses is that the assimilation system uses an
Incremental Analysis Update (IAU) (Bloom et al. 1996) to
constrain the analyses. Both ‘‘Analyzed’’ (prior to IAU) and
‘‘Assimilated’’ (after IAU) data collections are provided by
the Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO). We
use the Assimilated data collection (GMAO 2015), as recommended by GMAO (see, e.g., https://gmao.gsfc.nasa.gov/
reanalysis/MERRA-2/docs/ANAvsASM.pdf; Fujiwara et al.
2017). The year 1979 is considered to be a spinup year for
MERRA-2, and thus those data are not in the public record;
we use data for December 1979 here in the seasonal calculations
for December–February (DJF). The models, assimilation systems, and data inputs for the reanalyses are described in detail
by Fujiwara et al. (2017).
Calculations are done using daily 1200 UTC fields from each
reanalysis dataset. Manney et al. (2017) describe sensitivity tests
showing that using a different hour of the day (e.g., 0000 UTC
vs 1200 UTC), or using all available hours in the day, does not
notably affect the results, so a single hour is used for computational efficiency. The reanalysis fields are used on their
native model levels and near their native horizontal resolution, as indicated in Table 1 (for spectral models, this means a
longitude–latitude grid with spacing commensurate with the
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TABLE 1. Reanalysis product summary information.

Reanalysis

Grid

No. of levels

Model top height (hPa)

UTLS approx.
level spacing (km)

Reference

MERRA-2
ERA-Interim
JRA-55

0.6258 3 0.58
0.758 3 0.758
0.568 3 0.568a

72
60
60

0.01
0.1
0.1

1.2
1
1

Gelaro et al. (2017)
Dee et al. (2011)
Kobayashi et al. (2015)

a

Approximately; these fields are provided on a Gaussian grid.

Gaussian grid implied by the spectral resolution of the
model). The vertical resolution in the UTLS for each of these
reanalyses is near 1 km, slightly higher for MERRA-2 than
for the other reanalyses used herein [see Table 1 herein and
Fujiwara et al. (2017, their Fig. 3)]. Vertical resolution and
spacing are critical to representation of UT jets and tropopauses (e.g., Manney et al. 2017).

b. Methods
1) JETPAC
Upper-tropospheric jet characterization using JETPAC is
described in Manney et al. (2011, 2014, 2017) and Manney
and Hegglin (2018). Briefly, JETPAC identifies UT jets in
latitude/height slices of three-dimensional (3D) gridded meteorological data as wind speed maxima greater than 40 m s21
between 400 and 100 hPa, with the jet region defined where the
wind speed remains above 30 m s21; when multiple such maxima
occur in the same jet region, they are identified as separate jets
cores if either the latitude difference or the wind speed decrease
between them is larger than a threshold value [see Manney et al.
(2011) for further details and demonstration of insensitivity to
reasonable ranges for these thresholds].
The subtropical jet is defined as the lowest latitude westerly jet for which the primary temperature gradient (World
Meteorological Organization) tropopause altitude at its
equatorward edge is at least 13 km and the tropopause altitude drops by at least 2 km from the equatorward to the
poleward edge of the jet; it is thus identified in a physically
meaningful way as the jet across which the ‘‘tropopause
break’’ occurs. The polar jet is taken to be the strongest
westerly jet poleward of the subtropical jet (or 408 latitude if
there is no subtropical jet). While the criterion for identifying the polar jet is just one possible choice (e.g., one might
include all westerly jets poleward of the subtropical jet at
each longitude), as tested by and discussed in Manney and
Hegglin (2018), our results are insensitive to the details of
the polar jet definition once the subtropical jet is defined.
These criteria provide physically meaningful definitions that
distinguish the jets that most closely approximate the idealized ‘‘radiatively driven’’ (the subtropical jet) and ‘‘eddydriven’’ (the polar jet) types; in reality, there is a spectrum of
jets that often have characteristics that are a hybrid between
the two (e.g., Lee and Kim 2003; Manney et al. 2014).
Jet core location frequency distributions are calculated in 38
latitude by 68 longitude bins and are normalized by the number
of jets that would ‘‘fill’’ each bin if one were identified at every
longitude in that bin. Frequency results represent the jet

frequency as a percentage of the number of jets it would be
possible to have if there was a jet at every longitude in the bin
on every day. Because the JRA-55 Gaussian grid on which that
dataset is provided does not have an integer number of grid
points in each bin, the JRA-55 data are interpolated to a 0.58 3
0.58 latitude 3 longitude grid before computing frequency
distributions (the native grid is used for the other analyses in
this paper). See Manney et al. (2014, 2017) for further details
on binning and normalization.

2) ANALYSIS
Relationships with ENSO are assessed qualitatively using
composites for extremes of and correlations with the multivariate ENSO index, version 2 (MEIv2; T. Zhang et al. 2019),
which is an adaptation of the widely used MEI described by
Wolter and Timlin (2011). (All calculations in this paper were
also done using the MEI, with very similar results.)
Figures S1 and S2 in the online supplemental material show
results testing sensitivity to comparing El Niño with La Niña
composites versus comparing each with neutral conditions, and
to the threshold MEIv2 magnitudes chosen to represent El Niño
and La Niña conditions. The anomalies from climatology and
neutral states [Fig. S1 shows September–November (SON);
other seasons are similar] are qualitatively very similar to
those for the El Niño/La Niña anomalies; we thus show the
anomalies as El Niño–La Niña differences hereinafter. Since
numerous thresholds have been used in the literature, we
tested thresholds of 0.94, 0.7, and 0.56 for MEIv2 magnitude.
Figure S2 shows that all three choices give similar results, and
we use 0.94 for compositing hereinafter. Because the composites are based on a small sample of El Niño and La Niña
years, and depend on choosing subjective thresholds, they
provide a qualitative overview of the patterns of jet differences between El Niño and La Niña conditions.
To quantify the results, we study correlations of subtropical
and polar jet latitude, altitude, and wind speed with the MEIv2.
Jet time series are constructed following Manney and Hegglin
(2018): Latitude, altitude, and wind speed of the subtropical
and polar jets cores were calculated at each longitude of the
reanalysis grids for each day using 1200 UTC fields; these
are then averaged for month and season [DJF, March–May
(MAM), June–August (JJA), and SON], zonally and in 208
longitude bins (from 1808–1608W to 1608E–1808). The 40-yr
(from 1979 to 2018) times series for each of these seasons
and longitude regions is then correlated with the MEIv2
index time series for the corresponding month or season.
Both MEIv2 and jet diagnostic time series are detrended
before calculating correlations.
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FIG. 1. Climatological (1980–2018) relative occurrence frequencies in 208 longitude bins for each season and
hemisphere of no jets (dark gray), subtropical jet only (red), polar jet only (orange), and both subtropical and polar
jets (purple). Plots are normalized so that the total of each set of bars is 1; that is, each bar is mutually exclusive and
represents the fraction of locations/times in that bin when that specific combination of jets occurs. Data are from the
MERRA-2 reanalysis; Figs. S1 and S2 in the online supplemental material show the same plot for the ERA-Interim
and JRA-55 reanalyses, respectively.

The results of the correlation analysis are presented by
showing the slope of the linear fit multiplied by the difference
in MEIV2 between the El Niño and La Niña thresholds; these
values thus represent the change in the value of the jet diagnostic that would occur if conditions changed from the weakest
La Niña to the weakest El Niño.
The statistical significance of the correlations is assessed
using simple bootstrap resampling (e.g., Efron and Tibshirani
1993) to construct 100 000 artificial time series based on the
input data time series. This was used to construct 95% and
99% confidence intervals for the correlations. Since our results are based on monthly and seasonal means that can be
reasonably assumed to be independent from year to year,
more sophisticated bootstrapping methods are unnecessary.
We have, however, done the calculations using fixed block

and ‘‘stationary’’ (Politis and Romano 1994) bootstrapping, with
results very similar to those shown here. The significance of El
Niño/La Niña composite differences was estimated using a
permutation analysis (e.g., Wilks 2011), wherein the sequence of
years was shuffled randomly to get 50 000 instances, and then the
‘‘El Niño’’ and ‘‘La Niña’’ years were selected from these to
obtain a confidence interval [similar to the procedure used by
Manney and Hegglin (2018) for trend significance].

3. Results
a. Relevant climatological jet relationships
Figure 1 illustrates the climatological occurrence frequency
of subtropical and polar jets identified as described above
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FIG. 2. Summary matrices for correlations of subtropical jet with polar jet (top) latitude, (middle) altitude, and
(bottom) wind speed. Color fill shows the value of the expected change in the polar jet if the subtropical jet value
increases by one unit (degree, kilometer, or meter per second for latitude, altitude, or wind speed, respectively).
Absolute value of latitude is used, so positive values represent poleward shifts in both hemispheres. Correlation
coefficients for bins with a white X were not significant at the 95% confidence levels as based on the bootstrapping
analyses (see text). Values are from the reanalysis with the maximum change.

relative to the total jet occurrence frequency for each season.
We show the fraction of each longitude bin and season with no
jet, only a subtropical jet, only a polar jet, or both subtropical
and polar jets. Thus, each bar in a group of four represents a
mutually exclusive state, with the sum for each region/season
equal to 1 (i.e., normalized by the total number of jets in that
bin). The total fraction of each bin with a subtropical or polar
jet is thus the sum of the ‘‘both’’ bar and the subtropical or
polar jet bar, respectively. (Figures S3 and S4 in the online
supplemental material show that these relationships are very
similar in the other reanalyses used herein.) In both hemispheres, both jets are most often present at the same time
and in the same longitude bin in winter and least often present
at the same time and in the same longitude bin in summer,
consistent (when the subtropical only and both jets bars are
summed) with the climatological spectrum of jets showing
strongest and most persistent subtropical jets in winter (e.g.,
Manney et al. 2014). At least one jet is nearly always present
except in boreal summer when there is no jet identified in some
regions up to about 20% of the time. A subtropical jet alone is
the prevalent mode in most regions during summer in both
hemispheres [more so in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) than
in the SH]. Although the equinox seasons in the SH show almost identical frequencies of the different modes in autumn

and spring, in the NH the spring frequencies are reminiscent of
those found in winter and the autumn frequencies are reminiscent of those found in summer. A notable exception to this
overall pattern is over the NH western Pacific, where the
subtropical jet only mode dominates throughout the year. Both
subtropical and polar jets are present 60%–80% of the time in
SH winter, and 50%–80% of the time in SH autumn and spring,
with the lower frequencies over the Atlantic and Africa.
Figure S5 in the online supplemental material illustrates for
MAM (the season with the largest differences between El Niño
and La Niña) that the relative occurrence frequencies of the
different jet categories shown in Fig. 1 do not change notably
from climatology for El Niño or La Niña conditions.
Figure 2 summarizes correlations between subtropical and
polar jet latitudes, altitudes, and wind speeds. Subtropical and
polar jet latitudes tend to be weakly positively correlated in the
NH and weakly negatively correlated in the SH, but those
correlations are rarely significant. Significant positive correlations of subtropical and polar jet altitude are seen in a few
regions and seasons, with the largest region of correlations in
JJA in the SH, and a smaller region in the NH near the date line
in DJF, MAM, and JJA. Correlations between subtropical jet
and polar jet wind speeds are usually negative, and they are
significant over most regions in winter and spring (DJF and
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MAM in the NH; JJA and SON in the SH.) Only very isolated
regions show significant positive wind speed correlations, in
JJA and SON in the NH and in DJF in the SH. Comparison
with Fig. 1 shows that the strongest negative correlations in
winter/spring are in regions where both jets tend to be present
(although not all regions commonly having both jets show
strong correlations). While previous studies are not directly
comparable with ours, in particular because of very different
definitions of the polar (i.e., eddy driven) jet, several have
shown an anticorrelation between subtropical and eddy-driven
jet strength (e.g., Lee and Kim 2003). In addition, Gillett et al.
(2021) showed that these relationships may be masked by regional variations in a zonal-mean view.
Changes in different jet characteristics (latitude, altitude, and
wind speed) with ENSO may not show the same relationships in
different regions/seasons but may be linked by the relationships
between those characteristics. As shown in previous work
(e.g., Lorenz and DeWeaver 2007; Manney and Hegglin 2018;
Melamed-Turkish et al. 2018; also see Fig. S6 in the online
supplemental material), the altitude of both subtropical and
polar jets nearly always decreases with a poleward shift of
that jet. Subtropical jet wind speeds nearly always increase as
that jet moves poleward; conversely, polar jet wind speeds
typically decrease as that jet moves poleward (Fig. S6). The
thermal wind relationship predicts increasing wind speed
with decreasing pressure (and thus increasing altitude) for a
given meridional temperature gradient, which is consistent
with the relationship seen for the polar jet and with some
previously reported regional jet relationships (see, e.g.,
Melamed-Turkish et al. 2018, and references therein). They
also noted that changes in baroclinicity related to wave
forcing may contribute to a poleward shift of the polar jet as
its speed increases, and several studies have shown a similar
result for the eddy-driven jet in the lower troposphere (e.g.,
Chen and Held 2007; Ceppi and Hartmann 2013; Gillett et al.
2021). The opposite relationship for the subtropical jet appears consistent with that jet being sustained against eddy
stresses by strong poleward angular momentum flux from the
tropics; again, the varying contributions of eddy driving to
both jets (e.g., Lee and Kim 2003) may add complexity to
these relationships. The difference in relationships of latitude (and hence altitude) with wind speed for subtropical
versus polar jets supports the ability of our methods to distinguish jets with different primary driving mechanisms.
These climatological relationships between the subtropical
and polar jets, and between different characteristics of each jet,
are helpful to inform our analysis in the following sections of
ENSO-related changes in these characteristics. They will be
discussed further in section 3e.

b. Jet distributions by ENSO phase
Figures 3–6 show composite latitude–altitude cross sections
and maps of jet core climatological frequency distributions and
jet core wind speeds, and the differences between those distributions for El Niño and La Niña conditions from the MERRA-2
reanalysis. The difference plots show results for all jets (i.e.,
all tropical and extratropical jets, both easterly and westerly), subtropical jets only, and polar jets only, respectively.
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(Figures S7 and S8 in the online supplemental material show
the corresponding climatologies and all jet differences for
ERA-Interim and JRA-55 for the solstice seasons, demonstrating close agreement among the reanalyses.) Changes in
jet core frequency and jet core wind speed are related because the existence of a jet core is determined by wind speed
criteria, and because stronger jets show less variability (e.g.,
Woollings et al. 2018). This does not imply a one-to-one relationship, especially in composites that may combine effects
of position and strength changes in multiple jets. However,
many of the most robust patterns of El Niño/La Niña differences are reflected in both frequency and jet core wind speed.
The solstice seasons are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Both frequency and wind speed anomalies are weaker in DJF than in
JJA in both hemispheres. Broad areas of positive SH wind
speed anomalies in the subtropics and higher latitudes in JJA
suggest that El Niño is associated with stronger SH extratropical jets; the subtropical jet only composites suggest that
these changes are primarily related to stronger subtropical jets
when that jet is at lower latitude. A dipole pattern in the zonal
mean with positive anomalies equatorward of and above negative anomalies indicates an equatorward or poleward shift of
the subtropical jets during El Niño or La Niña, respectively, in
JJA, and in the SH in DJF. The NH pattern is less clear in DJF
and could instead represent a widening and weakening of the
subtropical jet under El Niño conditions. The weaker NH shift
in the latitude/altitude sections in JJA reflects strong regional
variations in the subtropical jet latitude as it shifts northward
around the ASM anticyclone (e.g., Schiemann et al. 2009;
Manney et al. 2014), which obscures differences in the zonal
mean view. The zonal-mean equatorward shift during El Niño
reflects changes in the longitude region where the subtropical
jet is strongest and most zonally oriented, which spans the
Eastern Hemisphere in both seasons and both hemispheres,
but also extends over the eastern Pacific in the SH in JJA.
Similar, but more diffuse, patterns are seen in the wind speed
anomalies. These results are consistent with a previously reported equatorward shift of surface westerlies during El Niño
(e.g., Chen et al. 2008), as well as zonal mean and regional shifts
in the winter subtropical jets in both hemispheres (e.g., Seager
et al. 2003; L’Heureux and Thompson 2006; Spensberger and
Spengler 2020; Gillett et al. 2021). A NH equatorward subtropical jet shift in JJA for El Niño conditions from about
908E–1808 [in the Asian summer monsoon (ASM) region] is
consistent with previous work showing a positive correlation
between subtropical jet latitude and ASM anticyclone centroid
latitude, and a negative correlation of ASM anticyclone centroid latitude with MEI (Manney et al. 2021).
Tropical jets are most prevalent during the solstice seasons
shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Occurrence frequencies of the tropical
easterly jet associated with the ASM anticyclone (which
stretches from about 308 to 1308E and from 208 to 408N in JJA;
e.g., Manney et al. 2021) (Fig. 4) are lower under El Niño
conditions. The tropical westerly jet just south of the equator in
DJF and JJA (Figs. 3 and 4; also seen in SON; see below) (near
1408 to 908W; Manney et al. 2014) is also weaker during El
Niño. This jet is associated with the Walker circulation (which
results in upper-level westerlies downstream of the upper-level
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FIG. 3. Climatological (1979–2018) UT (top) jet frequency distributions (first and third columns) and jet core wind speeds (second and
fourth columns) and the difference between the distributions for El Niño and La Niña years for (top middle) all jets, (bottom middle)
subtropical jets only, and (bottom) polar jets only, from the MERRA-2 reanalysis for DJF for (left),(left center) latitude–altitude cross
sections and (right center),(right) maps at the jet core altitude. Frequency distributions are calculated in 68 longitude by 38 latitude bins for
the maps and 38 latitude by 1-km altitude bins for the cross sections and are normalized as described in the text (section 2b). Climatological
frequency and wind speed contours for the corresponding jet type (all, subtropical, or polar) are overlaid on the difference panels. The
ENSO threshold is MEIv2 magnitude greater than 0.94. Note that the El Niño–La Niña differences in the frequency distributions are the
absolute (as opposed to percent) differences between two fields that are expressed as a percent in the climatological plots. DJF composites
are based on 6 El Niño and 7 La Niña years.

easterlies associated with the Australian monsoon). Figures 3
and 4 show that zonal mean tropical jet frequencies and wind
speeds decrease under El Niño conditions in both solstice
seasons. These results are consistent with previous work
showing that La Niña is associated with stronger tropical
circulations, including the ASM circulation, Walker circulation, and the ‘‘westerly ducts’’ (which allow propagation of
Rossby waves across the equator) (Julian and Chervin 1978;
Horinouchi et al. 2000; Waugh and Polvani 2000; Tanaka
et al. 2004; Shaman and Tziperman 2007; Bayr et al. 2014;
Spensberger and Spengler 2020, and references therein).

The patterns of ENSO-related changes in the higherlatitude jets are more difficult to interpret. In JJA (Fig. 4) in
the SH, anomalies in the region where the climatological
subtropical jet spirals in to join the polar jet (between ;908W
and 458E; e.g., Williams et al. 2007; Manney et al. 2014) appear
consistent with a poleward shift of that jet during El Niño
conditions; the subtropical jet only frequency changes indicate
that this pattern is mostly associated with changes in that jet.
The SH polar jet only differences in Fig. 3 indicate that high
anomalies near 508S in DJF in the zonal mean arise from
more frequent polar jet occurrence at most longitudes. In JJA,
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FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for JJA. JJA composites are based on 5 El Niño and 4 La Niña years.

the patterns of polar jet only frequencies in the South Pacific
(from about 1308E through 1808 to 458W) indicate an increase
in jet frequency and wind speed in the Western Hemisphere
during El Niño, along with corresponding decreases in the
Eastern Hemisphere. A similar though weaker pattern is seen
in the distributions for all jets. Weak wind speed anomalies
in the altitude–latitude cross sections are consistent with the
averaging of this pattern.
In both equinox seasons (Figs. 5 and 6), most jet changes are
similar in character to those in JJA in both hemispheres. The
subtropical jet shifts equatorward during El Niño in the
latitude–altitude view. In the NH, such a shift is apparently
nearly globally in MAM, and everywhere except over about
908W–08 in SON. In both seasons, the SH subtropical jet shifts
poleward during El Niño in the region where it spirals in to
meet the polar jet, as was seen in JJA. The anomalies for all
jets, confirmed by those for the polar jet only, in the South
Pacific (from about 1308E through 1808 to 458W) indicate

that the polar jet shifts poleward during El Niño in both
MAM and SON, similar to its behavior in JJA. A weaker
poleward shift is seen in both seasons over North America,
the Atlantic, and Asia, and in SON over the western North
Pacific. However, the complexity of the jet distributions in
these regions and the contrasting patterns in the polar jet
only composites preclude precise attribution of the origins of
these patterns. More prevalent negative and positive SH wind
speed changes over the Western and Eastern Hemispheres,
respectively, during both equinoxes are largely related to
changes in polar jet wind speed, and similar changes are seen
in the NH in SON. In MAM, all of the extratropical jets show
an upward shift during El Niño; in the SH the poleward part
of this appears to be linked to an increase in polar jet
frequency.
The above analysis of composites is limited by the small
sample size (i.e., 4–7 El Niño/La Niña years depending on
season and phase), the use of subjective ENSO thresholds, and
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FIG. 5. As in Fig. 3, but for MAM. MAM composites are based on 6 El Niño and 6 La Niña years.

difficulty in interpretation engendered by the vast regional and
seasonal variability in the jet distributions. It is thus not too
surprising that the significance of the ENSO-related anomalies
shown above [see section 2b(2)] exceeds the 90% confidence
level in fairly limited regions (Fig. S9 in the online supplemental material). The regions/seasons where it does are typically those noted above with the clearest anomaly patterns:
These include the large changes over the eastern Pacific and
Americas in MAM in both hemispheres and JJA and SON in the
SH, as well as frequency changes in MAM and SON over parts of
Europe and Asia. The most significant changes in the zonal means
include the tropical jets; large changes in both subtropical and
higher-latitude jets in the SH in MAM, JJA, and SON; and subtropical jets changes in the NH in MAM and SON. Several regions of weaker wind speeds during El Niño in both hemispheres
in MAM and in the SH in JJA and SON are also significant.
Despite these limitations, the above composite analysis
confirms that our method of distinguishing subtropical and

polar jets captures the full range of subtropical and extratropical variability associated with ENSO changes and also
demonstrates substantial—albeit complex—variations of those
jets with ENSO. Thus, we now turn to correlations of the
MEIv2 index with subtropical and polar jet latitude, altitude,
and wind speed for a more detailed and quantitative view of
ENSO-related seasonal and regional jet variability.

c. Jet–ENSO correlations: Zonal mean view
Figures 7 and 8 show changes in jet latitude, altitude, and
wind speed with MEIv2 for the three reanalyses averaged over
all longitudes as a function of month and season.
In the global view, the subtropical jet (Fig. 7) shows a robust
equatorward and upward shift during El Niño periods. The
results for the three reanalyses agree very closely in all cases.
Seasonal (rightmost four sets of bars) latitude changes in the
NH are significant in all cases except for MERRA-2 in DJF; in
the SH, seasonal changes are significant except for MERRA-2
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FIG. 6. As in Fig. 3, but for SON. SON composites are based on 6 El Niño and 7 La Niña years.

in MAM. Seasonal altitude changes in Fig. 7 are significant in
all seasons and reanalyses in the NH, and in DJF and MAM
in the SH, consistent with the patterns of altitude increases
during El Niño shown in section 3b that are stronger in the NH
and weaker in the SH during these seasons. These seasonal results arise from significant subtropical jet latitude and altitude
shifts in the NH in most months, significant SH latitude shifts in
January–April and September, and significant SH altitude shifts
in January–May and November–December. The monthly jet
shifts that are not significant are negative for latitude except in
May in the SH, and always positive for altitude.
Subtropical jet wind speed changes with ENSO are less
consistent, but significantly stronger wind speeds during El
Niño (positive values) are seen in the NH in January–April,
DJF, and MAM. October and SON show significantly weaker
NH winds during El Niño. In the SH, the wind speed changes
always indicate increases with El Niño (positive values) and are
significant in June, October–November, MAM, and SON.

Changes of polar jet characteristics with MEIv2 (Fig. 8) are
much less significant and more variable than those for the subtropical jet, likely because of the greater complexity associated
with more indirect (including stratospheric) pathways of tropical–
extratropical teleconnections for ENSO influence on higher latitudes (e.g., Hall et al. 2015; Stan et al. 2017; Domeisen et al. 2019,
and references therein). Robust (i.e., significant in all reanalyses at
the 95% confidence level) equatorward polar jet shifts during El
Niño are seen only in the SH in December. Byrne et al. (2017,
2019) showed that the SH lower tropospheric zonal-mean eddydriven jet was affected by ENSO primarily via the stratospheric
polar vortex, and only during December, consistent with our SH
result. Robust altitude increases during El Niño (positive changes)
are seen in the NH in April and MAM, and in the SH in January,
March, and MAM. In the NH, there is a robust signature of
weaker winds during El Niño in March. In the SH, robust
strengthening of the polar jet is seen in September and robust
weakening is seen in DJF.
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FIG. 7. Summary of monthly and seasonal 1979–2018 subtropical jet change with the MEIv2 ENSO index for jet core
(top) latitude, (middle) altitude, and (bottom) wind speed for MERRA-2 (red; left of triplet), ERA-Interim (blue; center
of triplet), and JRA-55 (purple; right of triplet). Bars represent the expected difference if conditions changed from the
weakest La Niña to the weakest El Niño. Bars are shown in reanalysis colors when the correlations are significant at least
at the 95% confidence level using a bootstrap analysis (see section 2b). Whiskers show the maximum among the reanalyses of the standard error of the linear fit. Absolute value of latitude is used in the SH so that positive or negative
values always indicate that El Niño or La Niña, respectively, is associated with a more poleward jet position.

d. Jet–ENSO correlations: Regional variations
Because of strong regional variability (e.g., Figs. 3–6), regionally resolved correlations provide further insight into these
relationships. Figures 9 and 10 show these changes in 208 longitude bands in each season for subtropical and polar jets, respectively. Because consistently good agreement among the
three reanalyses has been demonstrated, only the range of
reanalysis differences is shown in these figures.
Consistently strong subtropical jet latitude decreases during
El Niño (Fig. 9) are limited to about 1808–1008W and 208–
1408E in all seasons and both NH and SH; furthermore, not
all seasons show large or significant changes over all of these
regions. SH jet latitude in MAM is significantly lower during El
Niño over about 1808–808W, and significantly higher during El
Niño over about 408W–208E. Poleward SH subtropical jet
shifts are also seen in SON over 608W–208E. In DJF the SH
subtropical jet shifts equatorward during El Niño from about
1808 to 608W. In the NH, weak positive (poleward) or insignificant jet shifts with El Niño are seen in DJF and MAM over

1808–1208W. NH subtropical jet latitude shifts with ENSO are
insignificant in all seasons over about 608W–208E (over the
Atlantic). Variations in NH latitude changes in DJF are consistent with the smaller and sometimes insignificant latitude
changes in the zonal mean in this season (Fig. 7) and with the
weaker DJF anomalies seen in Fig. 3. It is not obvious why the
changes in the subtropical jet related to ENSO tend to be weak
over the North Atlantic, but we note that this is the region that
stands out as having a lower frequency of subtropical jets relative to polar or both polar and subtropical jets in the NH
(Fig. 1), so this may be related to the especially complex
structures of and mechanisms for variability of the jets in this
region. For example, teleconnections from the Madden–Julian
oscillation to North Atlantic and European weather regimes
depend on the phase of ENSO and have opposite effects during
negative and positive phases of the North Atlantic Oscillation,
resulting in changes in the Rossby wave activity that drives jet
variability that are not directly in concert with ENSO (e.g., Lee
et al. 2019). The largest regional subtropical jet latitude shifts
(the equatorward shifts during El Niño over the western Pacific
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FIG. 8. As in Fig. 7, but for the polar jet.

in both hemispheres) are as much as 38–48 depending on
hemisphere and season.
Significant subtropical jet altitude shifts are always upward
during El Niño in both hemispheres, and in some seasons are
seen around most of the globe (Fig. 9). In the SH, the largest
altitude changes (up to about 0.6 km between weak La Niña
and weak El Niño conditions) are over the eastern Pacific and
South America from about 1808 to 808W in DJF and MAM.
Smaller (but still significant) changes are seen in JJA and SON
over the western part of these regions, and in DJF, MAM, and JJA
over about 1408–1608E. The largest NH subtropical jet altitude
changes (up to about 0.5 km between weak La Niña and weak El
Niño conditions) are over the eastern Pacific and North
America, with significant changes in DJF around 1408–1008W,
in MAM around 1408–408W, and in JJA and SON around
1808–1008W.
Significant subtropical jet wind speed increases during El
Niño (typically from 2 to 6 m s21; Fig. 9) are seen over the
eastern Pacific and the Americas in DJF and MAM in the NH,
and JJA and SON in the SH. Smaller, but still typically significant,
wind speed decreases during El Niño are seen from about 1808–
1208W in JJA and SON. NH subtropical jet winds are also weaker
during El Niño in portions of the 1008E–1808 region during DJF,
MAM, and SON. In the SH, wind speed decreases with El Niño
are significant (although small) in DJF over the eastern Pacific
(;1608–1008W) and in JJA and SON over about 208–1208E.

While there were very few periods with significant correlations of MEIv2 with polar jet characteristics in the zonal mean
(Fig. 8), Fig. 10 shows several regions with strong correlations
that vary by season. Significant equatorward jet latitude shifts
with El Niño (negative values) in the NH occur over East Asia
and the western Pacific (around 1208E–1808) in DJF and MAM
(with large changes of over 38 in DJF) and over North America
(about 1208–1408W) in JJA. The largest SH poleward shifts with
El Niño of 28–38 are seen over the eastern Pacific in JJA and
SON. Smaller SH equatorward polar jet shifts during El Niño are
seen from about 408W through the Eastern Hemisphere and
across the date line to 1608W; these are significant over most of
that region in DJF, and in localized parts of it in JJA and/or SON.
Polar jet altitude changes with ENSO are mostly not significant in either hemisphere in JJA or SON, and where they
are their magnitude (change from La Niña to El Niño threshold) is no more than about 0.2 km. In DJF, small but significant
upward polar jet shifts during El Niño occur in the NH from
about 408W to 1008E and in the SH from 408 to 808E and from
1208E across the date line to 1608W. Significant negative
changes are seen in the NH in DJF over North America (1208–
808W) and in the SH in JJA and SON in small regions over the
eastern Pacific and South America. In MAM, significant upward polar jet shifts during El Niño are seen in the NH from
1008E across the date line to 1608W, and in the SH from 208E
across the date line to 1608W.
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FIG. 9. As in Fig. 7, but for correlations in 208 longitude bins showing largest (transparent colors) and smallest
(opaque colors) values among the three reanalyses and color coded by season whenever the correlations are significant at the 95% confidence level. Maps are underlaid to provide a geographical reference and are inverted in the
SH as a reminder that we use absolute value of latitude, so a positive latitude shift is always poleward.

Polar jet wind speeds typically weaken during El Niño in
the Western Hemisphere and strengthen in the Eastern
Hemisphere in both NH and SH, except in the NH in JJA
when changes are weak/insignificant everywhere except just east of
the Greenwich meridian. These wind speed changes are significant
in most of the NH Western Hemisphere in DJF and MAM, and
in a smaller region over the eastern Pacific and western North
America in SON. In the SH, polar jet wind speed changes are most
significant in JJA and SON but still significant in much of the
Western Hemisphere in DJF and MAM. The magnitude of significant polar jet wind speed changes is up to 2–3 m s21. The consistent sign change with region in the wind speed variations with
ENSO explains the weakness or insignificance of polar jet wind
speed changes in the zonal mean, and reflects the Eastern/Western
Hemispheric asymmetry seen in the composite maps (Figs. 3–6).

Figure 11 encapsulates the seasonal and regional variations in
subtropical and polar jet ENSO-related changes described above,
which we summarize and discuss in the following paragraphs.

changes in DJF and MAM in the SH around 1808–808W.
Our analysis further shows small regions with strong
positive changes: in the NH in DJF (;160–1208W) and in
the SH in MAM (;208W–208E) and SON (;608–408W).
Subtropical jet altitude: Significant subtropical jet altitude
shifts are always positive (upward) during El Niño; the
largest upward shifts occur in regions where there are
large equatorward latitude shifts during El Niño.
Subtropical jet wind speed: Significant changes in subtropical
jet wind speed vary in sign, typically showing stronger jets
during El Niño over the Western Hemisphere in winter and
spring (DJF and MAM in the NH; JJA and SON in the SH).
Subtropical jets are weaker during El Niño in the NH surrounding the date line in SON and in the Eastern Hemisphere
of the SH in JJA and SON. Thus, in winter and spring in
each hemisphere subtropical jet wind speed changes show a
‘‘dipole’’ pattern with opposite signed changes with ENSO
in the Western versus Eastern Hemisphere. A similar, but
weaker, pattern is seen in SH summer and autumn, but is shifted
so that positive changes are over about 608W through 608E.

Subtropical jet latitude: Significant subtropical jet latitude
changes with MEIV2 are usually negative (equatorward
shift during El Niño) in both hemispheres, with the largest

The regional and seasonal subtropical jet correlations summarized above are significant often enough that those signals are
reflected in the zonal mean. Substantial negative subtropical jet

e. Discussion/synthesis
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FIG. 10. As in Fig. 9, but for the polar jet.

latitude shifts during El Niño over the Eastern Hemisphere,
where the subtropical jet is strongest and most zonal, are
consistent with previous work examining shifts in zonal means
or broad regions (e.g., Seager et al. 2003; L’Heureux and
Thompson 2006; Gillett et al. 2021) and with the qualitative
results of Spensberger and Spengler (2020) for all westerly
tropopause-level jets. The dipole pattern in subtropical jet wind
speeds in SH winter may reflect previously reported opposing
Hadley cell behavior in the Eastern and Western Hemispheres
(Nguyen et al. 2018). Past studies of jet relationships to ENSO
have generally not focused on vertically resolved changes, but our
results showing that significant subtropical jet altitude changes are
positive during El Niño is consistent with the concurrent latitude
shifts and with the climatological anticorrelation between jet latitude and altitude (Fig. S6 in the online supplemental material;
e.g., Lorenz and DeWeaver 2007; Hartmann et al. 2013;
Manney and Hegglin 2018).
Because of the strong seasonality and regionality of tropical to
extratropical teleconnections and the prevalence of indirect pathways for mid-to-high-latitude ENSO influence (Hall et al. 2015;
Stan et al. 2017; Domeisen et al. 2019, and references therein), it is
not surprising that changes of the polar jets with MEIv2 (Fig. 11,
lower panels) are significant less often and over smaller regions
than those for the subtropical jets, as summarized below.
Polar jet latitude: Equatorward polar jet latitude shifts
during El Niño are seen in the NH in DJF and MAM at

1208–1608E and JJA at 1208–808W, and poleward shifts
during El Niño in MAM at 1208–1008W. Significant polar
jet latitude changes with ENSO cover larger regions in the
SH than in the NH, with SH equatorward shifts with El
Niño from 408E across the date line through 1608W in DJF
and poleward shifts in JJA and SON around 1608–808W.
Polar jet altitude: Significant polar jet altitude shifts are
usually upward during El Niño, and occur primarily in
DJF and MAM, in much of the Eastern Hemisphere in
both NH and SH. Significant (although small) downward
shifts with El Niño are seen in the NH in DJF over about
1608–608W, and in the SH in limited portions of the 1608–
808W region in JJA and SON. Most of these downward
shifts are coincident with (though not significant in the
NH) poleward latitude shifts.
Polar jet wind speed: Polar jet wind speeds change with
ENSO in a dipole pattern with weaker and stronger jets
during El Niño in the Western and Eastern Hemispheres,
respectively; these changes are significant over most of the
SH except in MAM. Largest changes in the NH are
negative over 1608–808W in DJF and MAM and positive
over 1208–1608E in DJF and 808–1808E in SON.
Previous work related to polar or eddy-driven jet changes
with ENSO is difficult to relate to our results because such
studies generally identify the polar jet in very different ways. In
particular, many such studies define the eddy-driven jet at a
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FIG. 11. Summary matrices for (top three rows) subtropical jet and (bottom three rows) polar jet of (top) latitude,
(middle) altitude, and (bottom) wind speed change with MEIv2 (within each 3-row block of panels). Color fill shows
the value of the change expected if the ENSO state changed from the weakest La Niña to the weakest El Niño.
Correlation coefficients for bins with a white X were not significant at the 95% confidence level as based on the
bootstrapping analyses. Values are from the reanalysis with the maximum change.
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single level using low-level (typically 850 hPa) winds, and
usually in zonal means or very broad regions (see, e.g., Gillett
et al. 2021, and references therein). This approach is used as a
simple way to exclude the subtropical jet since that jet typically
does not extend down to 850 hPa (e.g., Woollings et al. 2010,
2014), but it precludes detailed characterization of the full
structure and variability of the polar jet such as that done herein.
Where the changes are significant, the magnitudes of ENSOrelated changes in latitude, altitude, and wind speed of the
polar jet are smaller than those for the subtropical jets. The
maximum magnitude of the changes from weak La Niña to weak
El Niño conditions for subtropical jets is up to approximately 48,
0.6 km, and 6 m s21 for latitude, altitude, and wind speed, respectively, and for polar jets is up to approximately 3.58, 0.3 km,
and 3 m s21 for latitude, altitude, and wind speed, respectively.
Because past work has generally focused on zonal mean or
broad regions, has generally not looked at ENSO-related
changes in three dimensions, and has not used a unified
method to consistently define and distinguish the UT subtropical and polar jets, our results provide a unique way to look
at concurrent changes of polar and subtropical UT jets. Several
regions and seasons show parallel patterns in subtropical and
polar ENSO-related jet changes, particularly in wind speed. In
winter and spring in both hemispheres, the Eastern/Western
Hemisphere dipole pattern of wind speed changes with ENSO
has opposite signs for the polar and subtropical jets. This is
consistent with the common climatological anticorrelation of
subtropical and polar jet wind speeds shown in Fig. 2 (and
suggested in previous work, albeit using very different metrics;
e.g., Ceppi and Hartmann 2013; Gillett et al. 2021). Such opposing changes tend to reinforce the differences in subtropical
versus polar jet wind speeds, so that in the winter hemispheres,
subtropical jet wind speeds are even higher relative to polar jet
wind speeds during El Niño than they are climatologically
(Fig. S10 in the online supplemental material illustrates this
situation). While not entirely comparable because of very
different jet definitions (although, to the degree that the polar
jet is barotropic, reasonable agreement would be expected),
this result appears consistent with the aforementioned previous studies. These strong correlations of opposite sign occur in
regions and periods when both subtropical and polar jets are
typically present (e.g., Fig. 1). They suggest that ENSO influence on the two jets may be linked to differing effects of wavedriving based on the relative strength and position of the two
jets, as well as different primary driving mechanisms for the
jets. The climatological positive or negative correlation of
subtropical or polar jet wind speed, respectively, and latitude
(Fig. S6 in the online supplemental material) that was noted in
section 2b reflects these differing mechanisms, but the lack of a
climatological correlation between subtropical and polar jet
latitudes (Fig. 2) argues for the complexity of these relationships.
Given past work showing differing effects of wave-driving related to latitude and relative positions of the jets and the differing processes for wave generation and dissipation in the jets
(e.g., Lee and Kim 2003; Son and Lee 2005; Eichelberger and
Hartmann 2007; Li and Wettstein 2012), as well as evidence that
the eddy-driven jet in the lower troposphere weakens as the
subtropical jet strengthens during El Niño, examining our results
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in light of ENSO-related changes in regional patterns of wavedriving should be a fruitful avenue of investigation.

4. Conclusions
We have comprehensively characterized the relationships of
UT jet stream variability to ENSO. Regional and seasonal jet
variations with ENSO are quantified for 1979–2018 using the
MEIv2 ENSO index and a daily 3D characterization of the jets.
This approach provides a methodologically consistent extension
of our work on UT jet climatology and trends (Manney et al. 2014;
Manney and Hegglin 2018) and a framework for comprehensively
understanding UT jet relationships and linking their variability to driving mechanisms and possible climate impacts.
Our results agree closely among the three modern reanalyses
used, providing confidence in their robustness. To quantify
how extratropical UT jets vary with ENSO, we characterized
subtropical and polar jets separately and analyzed their regional and seasonal variability in relation to the MEIv2 index.
Evaluation of maps and cross sections of El Niño/La Niña
differences in UT jet occurrence frequency and wind speed shows
strong seasonal, regional, and hemispheric variability in the relationships of UT jets to ENSO. The tropical jets (both easterly
and westerly) associated with monsoon and Walker circulations
are stronger during La Niña than during El Niño, consistent with
previous studies showing strengthening of tropical circulations
during La Niña (Julian and Chervin 1978; Horinouchi et al. 2000;
Waugh and Polvani 2000; Bayr et al. 2014, and references
therein). Manney and Hegglin (2018) noted that an increasing
trend in the equatorial jets associated with the Walker circulation
and the Australian monsoon in DJF was consistent with a greater
prevalence of La Niña conditions in recent boreal winters. The
patterns of anomalies in extratropical westerly jets reported
herein are consistent with the qualitative patterns shown by
Spensberger and Spengler (2020) for all westerly UT jets.
Correlations of ENSO with subtropical jet variations are
sufficiently consistent across large regions that most seasons
show significant correlations in the zonal mean: The subtropical jet latitude shifts equatorward with El Niño and poleward
with La Niña, except in DJF in the NH and MAM in the SH.
Subtropical jet altitudes increase during El Niño in the NH and
in DJF and MAM in the SH. Subtropical jet wind speeds show
significant increases during El Niño in the NH in DJF and
MAM and in the SH in MAM and SON. The NH shows a
significant decrease in subtropical jet wind speed in SON.
Despite prevalent equatorward shifts of the subtropical jets
during El Niño, small regions do show strong poleward shifts in
the NH in DJF and in the SH in MAM and SON. Subtropical
jet trends are commonly less robust than this ENSO-related
variability, but Manney and Hegglin (2018) showed a poleward
trend in DJF over Africa and Asia that appears consistent with
more La Niña–like conditions in recent years in that season.
In contrast, and consistent with less direct pathways for
ENSO influence on the polar jets, ENSO/polar jets correlations are usually not significant in the zonal mean. However,
regional/seasonal polar jet correlations show equatorward NH
polar jet latitude shifts during El Niño in localized regions of
the NH in DJF, MAM, and JJA, and localized poleward shifts
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during El Niño in MAM. In the SH there are significant
equatorward polar jet shifts during El Niño throughout the
Eastern Hemisphere in DJF, and poleward polar jet shifts
during El Niño over much of the Western Hemisphere in JJA
and SON. The polar jet shifts upward during El Niño in both
hemispheres in many regions in DJF and MAM but shifts
downward in much of the NH Western Hemisphere in DJF.
Regional wintertime subtropical jet wind speeds in both NH
and SH are often higher in the Western Hemisphere and lower in
the Eastern Hemisphere during El Niño. Conversely, polar jet
wind speed changes in both NH and SH are characterized by
weaker jets in the Western Hemisphere and stronger jets in the
Eastern Hemisphere during El Niño, especially in winter and
spring. This dipole pattern of ENSO-related wind speed changes
occurs in regions and seasons when both subtropical and polar jets
are typically present. Along with the climatological anticorrelation
between subtropical and polar jet wind speeds (which reinforces
these changes), this result indicates ENSO-related covariability of
the subtropical and polar jets. Future work is planned to link these
changes with ENSO-related variations in forcing of the jets.
This work provides a uniquely comprehensive analysis of the
relationships of interannual variability in UT subtropical and polar
jet streams to ENSO and highlights the importance and complexity
of seasonal and regional variability in those relationships. Because
of the important roles both the UT jets and ENSO play in shaping
weather and climate, this information and future related studies
will continue to increase our understanding of these atmospheric
processes. In particular, we plan to conduct similar analyses of
climate and subseasonal-to-seasonal forecast model simulations to
assess how well models capture these relationships and how this
information can help us predict future relationships.
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